
Sport Event 
Management and 

Promotion

Plan for uniqueness



What will make your event unique?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6OSBse3p6Q



Maestro Cares Foundation 
Celebrity Golf Tournament

https://youtu.be/JnajKJ3Qeoc







The market is wide and the 
competition is fierce

Between 2015-2019:

► In England, 75% of adults attend some form of 
sport event each year (includes children’s sport 
events).

► In the USA, 35% paid to attend a sport event 
and 55% paid to participate in a sport event.

► In Australia, 44% paid to attend a sport event.

► In Canada, 55% said a significant portion of 
their income goes to sport participation.

► In Japan, 72% participate paid to take part in 
some form of sport event.



Sport event growth:
• Extreme sports
• MMA and UFC
• New Olympic sports
• Ultra-endurance events
• Family events
• Destination events



10 things that make sport unique as 
a product to market

1. Sport organizations must both compete 
and cooperate.

2. Sport consumers are experts.

3. Supply and demand fluctuates.

4. Sport is an intangible product.

5. Simultaneous consumption.



6. Social facilitation via sport.

7. Inconsistent nature of the product.

8. Lack of control over the core product.

9. Reliance on product extensions.

10. Consumer vs. industrial nature of sport.



What makes a sport event unique?

Competition factors for spectators:

►High level of competition

► Popular competitors

►A lot on the line for winner or loser

►Traditional rivalry

Demographics:

► Location

►Gender, age…



7 Core motives for sport event 
attendance (Wann)

►Diversion

►Economic gain

►Eustress (positive stress)

►Need for affiliation

►Entertainment value

►Family ties

►Aesthetic value



What makes a sport event unique?

Participants:
►Competition level (or lack thereof)
►Demographics (age, gender…)
► Location
►Who they participate with (friends, colleagues, 

stars)
► Price value
►Niche appeal (unusual sport, format…)
► Prestige
►Cause oriented (charity, green…)



Quick facts sheet

►What? (vision)

►Who? (target audience or target attraction)

►Celebrity or charity attraction

►When?

►Where?

►Why? (for potential sponsors)

►Contact





For next week:

Decide on your event

Hand in initial event proposal (Quick facts 
sheet format)

►Moodle

►Printed copy in class
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